ALL SET TO HANG OUT THE COUGAR'S HIDE

HUSKIES WITH
SAFETY PLAY
BEAT VANDALS

Before crowd of 20,000
Vandals Hold Husky

HEAVY LINE COUNTS

Overweighted 20 Pounds, Idaho Man Fights For Every Inch

Hula #1: Washington

(Olivia M. Fincher)

After all the years of building football rivalry between the University of Idaho and the University of Washington, there has not been a true meeting between the teams since 1951 when 28,000 people witnessed the game to be played in the old stadium at Pullman. The big game was not an event of this year's schedule, but was scheduled in the hopes of bringing something new to the season's schedule. The main purpose of this game is to fill the vacuum that has existed in the past due to the small schedule and to bring glory to the will of the stadia.

Bake Line Halts

Since the heavy purple and gold warhorses, shocking colors of high school in the Idaho and school in the old stadium, the Baker team took down to the well-entrenched, the old stadium became the biggest game of the season. Baker team ahead in the game with a few points, but they were able to get the victory.

Rumors on "Fall Follies"

Program Are Leaking Out

In a rumor that will be the topic of discussion this week, it has been said that the "Fall Follies" program will be held in the Idaho and school in the old stadium. The program will be held in the Idaho and school in the old stadium and will be the highlight of the night. There will be a little advance information as to the nature of the program, but it is expected that there will be a few surprises.

MINE LIBRARY DON-
ER VISITS CAMPUS

The increased Annenusee at the university is the result of a large number of books and materials which are available to the students and faculty of the university. The increased Annenusee at the university is the result of a large number of books and materials which are available to the students and faculty of the university.

SEATTLE GAME INTERPRETED AS A VICTORY

Superb Playing of Vandals

Bolster Up Morale

University and Squad Dis-

Sportsmanship

(K. E. B.)

The exception that proves the as-

n

The Idaho football team, which has been on a losing streak, was able to come out with a victory this week. The team played a close game, but was able to pull ahead in the last few minutes and win the game.

PLAN COMPLETED FOR HOME-COMING

Friday, October 30, Red Letter Day on Idaho's Calendar

—Alumni and Former Students to Thrill with Cougar Football Classic

"Come follow and join the chorus,
Together every Idaho Man
With Gold and Silver, Victorious since our own begin,
Behind our team we stand united,
Cougars' goal line too,
And well her sons may get success.

"There will be a real terror in the old stadium Thursday and Friday. The "Fall Follies" for Washington State college will be the huge feature of the Thursday night's entertainment. The Friday night's feature will be the football game in the old stadium.

CADET BAND SHOWS CLASS FOR SEASON

Forty-six Pieces, Well Distributed, Make Up Organization

Soldiers are not the only ones who take part in the old stadium band. The band is made up of the cadets and the band is well known for its fine organization. The band is well known for its fine organization. The band is well known for its fine organization.

Vandals All Fighting

Nineteen men lay in the bat to be better and longer to be remembered. These nineteen men will return to the old stadium and will play with the Idaho and school in the old stadium and will play with the Idaho and school in the old stadium.

Local Organization of Sen-
ior Officers Plays Pizzicato of National Scab: and Blade. Prority

A military group, with the help of the student council, plans to put on a show in the old stadium. The show is to be put on in the old stadium and will be a musical show. The show is to be put on in the old stadium and will be a musical show.

Jully Thursday Night

But there are other attractions that will be the return to the old stadium. The old school will be returning to the old stadium and will play with the Idaho and school in the old stadium. The old school will be returning to the old stadium and will play with the Idaho and school in the old stadium.

The Idaho women swept the entire program Thursday night. They will play against the Idaho and school in the old stadium and will play with the Idaho and school in the old stadium.

The Idaho women swept the entire program Thursday night. They will play against the Idaho and school in the old stadium and will play with the Idaho and school in the old stadium.

Cougars On Top After Twenty-five Years Going

Friday will witness the twenty-fifth year anniversary of the Idaho and school in the old stadium. The Idaho and school in the old stadium has been the home of many a great game and will be the home of many a great game.

The Idaho women swept the entire program Thursday night. They will play against the Idaho and school in the old stadium and will play with the Idaho and school in the old stadium.

The Idaho women swept the entire program Thursday night. They will play against the Idaho and school in the old stadium and will play with the Idaho and school in the old stadium.
SPORT PAGE

Sport News of The Collegiate World Told with Breve

PRESIDENT TAKES
TENNIS HONORS

Defeats Wyman in A. S. U. I. Tournament For
Sews Show

Saturday, as on 1.5 hours
seconds "Pepe" Wyman defeated by Don
Wyman in the final round of the A. S. U.
I. Tournament. Wyman was at home.
none.

In the third set Wyman speeded
up and Wyman was leading 10-5 and
for the winner, Wyman.

Both Wyman and present sus-
ting, and their games have proven their ability in tennis, in the ren
court.

In the semi-final Wagner was
up by Wyman and defeated in present.
Wyman displayed his usual con-
er doi
confirmation, his opponents, and
in the semi-final Wagon.

In the semi-final Wagon.

Hiking Takes Place in Life of Co-eds

Seventy-two Mile Hike Necessary for Members in Club

The first meeting of the girls' hik-
ing and Miss Vera Lea, hiking di-
til meets at a given place and
meeting.

Members of the club, who wish
to enter the hike, must be present in the
the Athletic Women's activities may be

In the opinion of a group of the
miles near the campus.

The next hike is scheduled for the
following Saturday at 5:30.

Scheduling of Eastern Games Called By Conference

At the meeting in Portland, Oregon,
the Pacific Conference

The conference met in Portland, Oregon,
schedule of meetings for the coming season.

STANFORD TAKES STRANGE STAND

At the meeting in Portland, Oregon,
the Pacific Conference

The conference met in Portland, Oregon,
schedule of meetings for the coming season.


crossing the

STERNER'S
STUDIO

322-324 Loma St.

"Venus" and "Pallas" Frames

We have latest styles and models.

Also in abundance girls' and boys' buggies.

JERRY GILL TAKES

Forty points were tacked against Pappy's score under the gun and

CROSS-COUNTRY MENS WORK-OUT FOR MEET

Jerry Gill Takes Hold of Forty Assumptions Outstanding Meet

Five men are entered and ready for the annual intramural race.
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NEW ORGANIZATION BOWS TO CAMPUS

There has been established a new
and highly confidential organization on the
college campus and for it have been
prepared and purposes have been defined for it.
They are to be transferred to a higher
and more refined organization with
the greatest efficiency and
up the finest work.

The details of the game were
not fully known to the players
or to the spectators who were
at the game.

TRADITIONAL MEETING

The track meet between the
university and the high school
was held on the last day of
competition and when it was
the last day of the season, it
was necessary to find a

THE PORTER'S SONG

(TH. S.)

And into the song that the porter's
song, While the semester was in the
and the melody chimed the ring
of the semester, and.

And the voices sang the song.

And the scenes expecting a song

And the melody chimed the ring

And the voices sang the song.

The melody chimed the ring

And the voices sang the song.

And the melody chimed the ring

And the voices sang the song.

The melody chimed the ring

And the voices sang the song.

And the melody chimed the ring

And the voices sang the song.

The melody chimed the ring
FROSH SCORES TWO WINS SAT.

Pile Up 44-0 Score Against Cheney Normal and Over 60 on Lewiston High the Same Day

The University of Idaho baseball team scored two wins Saturday when they defeated Cheney Normal 44-0 and over 60 on Lewiston High.

A new high school record came when the team defeated Cheney Normal.

The team is in a good position to win the championship.

The season's record will be kept.

BROSNAO SPEAKS AT OROFIND CELEBRATION

Professor Brosnan of the home economics department was the principal speaker at the celebration of the 25th anniversary of the Idaho women's college held in Moscow, Idaho, October 23.

The speaker was introduced by President D. E. A. Clark and was followed by Dr. H. B. File and Dr. C. H. File.

The program began with a verse and the presentation of a plaque.

The program was concluded with a verse and the presentation of a plaque.

The program was concluded with a verse and the presentation of a plaque.

THIRTEENTH MEMORIAL EXERCISES ARE HELD

The 13th Memorial Exercises were held.

The exercises were held on the campus.

The exercises were held on the campus.

SHOES FINEST...

The exercises were held on the campus.

The exercises were held on the campus.

PASCHAL PHOTOGRAPHER

Candy, cigars, cookies, lunches, breakfast in town, the most convenient place in town.

For Information

REGARDING EGGAN'S HALL CALL OR SEE E. E. VOGUE, ORIOLE NEST

GREAT GIFTS

You can give most pleasure by choosing candy wisely.

Support the packers of chocolates.

JUST ARRIVED

APPLES

If you were to close your eyes and beg the Spirits of the Fairies, or the Mysterious Ones, to drop from the trees, you would have something very, very good; something indestructibly delightful, we sincerely believe you would be given an ample - an exquisitely delicate candy made from apples.

One-half pound boxes.
One pound box.
20 ounce boxes.

We make a specialty of Maculac and French style apples.

You will enjoy one of our fuzzy cored cans of white apples as well with better flavor.

Fancy Imported Groceries

O'NEIL'S DEPARTMENT STORE

The exercises were held on the campus.

The exercises were held on the campus.

The exercises were held on the campus.

HOMER H. HALE WINS HIGH EVENING SPEAKER

Professor Hale, of the history department, was the principal speaker at the annual meeting of the college held in Moscow, Idaho, October 29.

The speaker was introduced by President D. E. A. Clark and was followed by Dr. H. B. File and Dr. C. H. File.

The program began with a verse and the presentation of a plaque.

The program was concluded with a verse and the presentation of a plaque.

The exercises were held on the campus.

The exercises were held on the campus.

The exercises were held on the campus.

The exercises were held on the campus.

The exercises were held on the campus.